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The Importance of this Project: 
Librarians across California describe why 
high-speed broadband is critical to the future 
of their libraries and their communities 

In order to be competitive in today's ൞ and more importantly in TOMORROW'S ൞ 
world, patrons (especially in rural areas) need access to an ever increasing amount of 
digital information and resources. And as providers of free information access, Libraries 
need dependable, affordable, broadband access in order to help their communities 
prosper. 

ņ Rita Lovell, Alpine County Library 

We are the only place where people without computer access can come for free 
internet and free assistance with their computer needs. Broadband access is extremely 
important to our library especially since we are located in a rural area where many 
people still do not have computer access because of their remote locations. 

൞ Laura Einstadter, Amador County Library 
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Immigrants comprise fifty percent of our service population, and fast, high quality 
connections to the world are an important service. Also, we serve a large student 
population and providing expanded broadband is an important tool for homework use. 

൞ Mary Beth Hayes, Arcadia Public Library 

At the Azusa City Library, technology questions are by far are most common interaction 
with community members. Our users are bringing their devices to the library to 
complete a broad set of tasks, all of which require more and more bandwidth. 

൞ Ann Graf, Azusa City Library 

The Beaumont Library District needs to upgrade to a faster internet connection in order 
to provide patrons and staff access to basic services. The current internet connection 
provides download speeds of 0.21 Mbps, and upload speeds of 0.23 Mbps. This 
translates into a great deal of frustration for patrons and staff. With an upgraded 
connection patrons would be able to check their accounts online, renew books and 
search upcoming library events. Staff would be able to participate in online classes to 
develop new skills, post videos showing patrons how to take advantage of the 
resources available through the library, and would be able to access all of the 
information provided by library subscriptions. 

൞ Clara J. DiFelice, Beaumont Library District 

The Library is a community commons, a community cooperative, and a life-long 
learning center. Libraries are founded on the democratic principle of providing free 
and equal access to knowledge, information and ideas. Expanded broadband would 
make it possible for libraries to continue to fulfill this role and equalize access to 
information and ideas for people of all income levels and all ages. 

൞ Deborah Mazzolini, Belvedere-Tiburon Library 
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Our Library strives to provide the fastest bandwidth speeds that it can afford in order to 
support Library patrons’ bandwidth needs as multimedia, streaming media, 
videoconferencing and webconferencing and large file sizes have proliferated on the 
Internet. However, faster network speeds can be compared to adding new lanes to a 
congested highway ൞ for a short while, everyone realizes an improvement, then 
demand seems to slowly outpace supply until once again, the "lanes" (or lines) are 
once again clogged with traffic. This situation is largely due to the ever increasing 
bandwidth of Internet based media and applications. While the Library may try to 
alleviate this problem through locally implemented measures such as bandwidth and 
traffic management, ultimately a more global solution is needed that includes 
affordable and ubiquitous broadband for Libraries. 

൞ Donna Corbeil, Berkeley Public Library 

Given the ubiquity of wireless devices coupled without growing daily visitor count, our 
current capacity is consumed as quickly as IT is able to increase it. Combined with the 
increased sophistication in streaming options available to take our programming, 
lifelong learning options and economic development to the ne x t level, we foresee the 
day when we may be left behind. For e x ample, we have the founder of a highly 
successful gaming company presenting to a group of local business people and 
interested community members and we are concerned that the video he would like to 
show, including advance gaming animation, will stall given our wireless capacity. This 
type of keynote program, which highlights economic successes in our city and 
encourages new entrepreneurism, is not provided anywhere else. 

൞ Barbara Wolfe, Camarillo Public Library 
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The library connects the community with information, health and employment 
resources, government agencies and services, learning, culture and people. From 
ensuring continued access during disaster recovery to providing resources for 
economically struggling Californians, the library serves a vital role in creating a resilient 
community. Connecting with resources is increasingly reliant on a sustainable digital 
infrastructure. Insufficient connection serves as a limiter. Expanded broadband capacity 
at the library increases the opportunities for our entire community. It supports the 
library's critical role through improved tools to education, family, jobs, and information 
resources around the world. 

൞ Heather Pizzuto, Carlsbad City Library 

Our community and our library will always need information. Access to information 
increasingly depends on expanded bandwidth. Public libraries must provide an 
information access safety net. As businesses around the world develop applications 
that require many gigabytes of bandwidth, libraries need to keep up to maintain a level 
playing field for everyone. 

൞ Betty Waznis, Chula Vista Public Library 

We have many patrons who are taking online educational courses and use our library 
computers or wireless system. They are often frustrated when unable to access or 
kicked off the wireless due to lack of broadband or unable to download information on 
the public computers. 

൞ Barbara Lawrence Lockwood, City of Calabasas Library 

Expanded broadband is not only critical to the future growth of electronic services to 
the El Segundo community, but for our immediate needs today. Our system network is 
already maximized to the point of being slow or with blackout periods where there is 
no internet service for patrons or staff. The expectation of expanded internet, wireless, 
e-books, and database services will only continue to grow -- broadband is the solution 
which needs to be addressed and implemented as soon as it is feasible. 

൞ Debra Brighton, El Segundo Public Library 
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In order to ensure a positive library experience, our patrons need unencumbered 
access to streaming video tutorials, and secure and reliable exam sites. A consistent 
and effective means to submit employment applications. A non-frustrating experience 
for seniors learning how to navigate the internet. 

൞ Hilary G. Keith, City of Santa Fe Springs 

Expanded bandwidth will allow us to record events taking place in the library and share 
them with all members of our community on our website. 

൞ Wendy Burke, Colusa County Library 

Our library has become an extension of government at all levels. We have people 
completing EDD applications because the closest office is more than 20 miles away. 
The Superior Court sends people to the library to look up trial information. Patrons use 
the library to apply for all kinds of social services. Even the local school district requires 
parents to complete information online and then print it. 

൞ Julie Fredericksen, Corona Public Library 

As more and more critical information and services become available only online, the 
public library is the institution that can provide equitable access to all citizens. 
Bandwidth must be adequate to deliver the multimedia formats in which information 
and services now come. 

൞ Chela Anderson, Daly City Public Library 

Like other libraries with remote locations and geographical challenges, we are still the 
major access point for Internet in our communities. Economic development depends 
on education, quality of life, and information networks ൞ and the library is the conduit 
to those essential needs. 

൞ Jeanne Amos, El Dorado County Library 
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In communities with high rates of poverty, unemployment, and homelessness, libraries 
level the playing field and allow access to all. In rural areas, libraries are the community 
center and the safe place. They can change lives because of the services they provide 
and the relationships they build. 

൞ Laurel C. Prysiazny, Fresno County Public Library 

With computational functions moving to the Cloud and massive data files being stored 
in remote server farms, the network has become the computer. In this environment 
bandwidth is a major and critical factor in determining computational efficiency. 
However, in the most advanced telecom systems bandwidth is no longer a constraint 
and does not need to be conserved. As broadband expands so does the imagination 
of the people who have access to it. They find ways of using it that were not possible 
with less bandwidth. Streaming video at extremely high definition becomes feasible. 
Telepresence becomes viable and routine. Collaboration on huge data files (movies 
and multimedia content) can be done over great distances. Researchers and students 
are able to control the collection and manipulation of massive amounts of data from 
many sources. Sensors can be imbedded in all sorts of devices to control processes 
and monitor systems. Fiber is the backbone for myriad wireless devices and networks. 
The cost of bandwidth has dropped precipitously. Delivering 1Gbps data rates will 
soon be routine and relatively inexpensive. 100Gbps is now possible with fiber optic 
cable. Telcos and cablecos limit bandwidth in an effort to milk their legacy systems for 
which there is often little competition. New startups and larger companies that rely on 
developing and delivering services and digital content over the Internet often spring 
up or move to communities with modern fiber optic telecom systems with high data 
rates. Communities have found it to be a classic case of "If you build it they will come". 
High speed telecommunications are to modern economic development as the train 
and freeways were in an earlier age. 

൞ Maureen Gebelein, Fullerton Public Library 
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Humboldt County Library provides free access to public computers and to the Internet, 
and for many residents living at or near the poverty level for a family, the public library 
is the only free source of information on a variety of community-based social services, 
job search and job preparation resources, and face-to-face assistance for health care 
providers in the local community. We do all this while continuing to provide for the 
educational and entertainment needs of adults and children with audiovisual, 
electronic, and printed materials and monthly historical society presentations and an 
ongoing film series. We remain the one of the primary anchor institutions for the 
communities we serve in Humboldt County. 

൞ Victor Zazueta, Humboldt County Library, 

Expanded broadband is critical to many communities located in the 8,141 square miles 
of Kern County and serviced by the Kern County Library branches. Access to real-time 
information is imperative for decision-making in all aspects of life and work; something 
that has not been available in some of Kern's desert, rural and mountainous 
communities. 

൞ Sherry K. Gomez, Kern County Library 

The connectivity limitations impact library operations and the capacity to provide 
technology programs and services to the community. The Kings County Library has 
reached the limit in terms of the number of computers our current connectivity can 
support. As a consequence, wait times for computers is common. This is the only place 
in the whole county where residents have access computers and technology, but the 
library cannot meet their demand. 

൞ Natalie R. Rencher, Kings County Library 
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Lake County is a rural area and access to the internet is often slow and e x pensive for 
residents, if it's available at all. For many the Lake County Library is their only access 
point to the internet, either due to financial hardships or geographic reality. The 
internet is quickly becoming the premier place where cultural and educational e x 
change is happening in our society and in our local community. Access to fast, reliable 
internet is essential for participating in our 21st century society and as the institution 
that provides access to information the library should be able to provide that access for 
our community. 

൞ Christopher Veach, Lake County Library 

Supporting the educational and communication needs of all of the citizens of the City 
of Lincoln is critical to the development and survival of our community. Improved 
broadband access will support the economic and cultural health of Lincoln. 

൞ Jon Torkelson, Lincoln Public Library 

As more and more informational and instructional content goes online, residents will 
be left with inadequate access to these important and life-changing resources if 
California libraries are not able to provide a broadband connection for their 
communities. 

൞ Tamera LeBeau, Livermore Public Library 

Right now some opportunities and information are only available electronically. Many 
in our community are socio-economically challenged and look to their library for access 
to online resources. They submit job applications, access databases, do research for 
assignments, or connect with family and friends via social media. We constantly 
struggle to keep up with demand and have had to patch together WiFi, DSL, and a T-1 
line to provide internet access and it is still not enough. This e x panded broadband 
connection would enable us to increase services we offer and truly connect people to 
the information and resources they need. 

൞ Dean Gualco, Lodi Public Library 
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In 2012 the County of Los Angeles Public Library provided its communities with over 
2.7 million internet sessions on more than 1,500 public PCs across 80 libraries. Our 
communities use the internet for a variety of essential services like submitting job 
applications and applying for state and local assistance programs. Many families don't 
have broadband access at home and rely on us to complete homework assignments or 
stay connected to their friends and family via email. Also in 2012, the County Library 
provided 122,000 WiFi sessions, a 41% increase over the previous year. These sessions 
used 4.28 million minutes of internet access, which is a 30% increase over 2011. While 
some customers use the Library's WiFi as a convenience, many more that can afford a 
laptop or smart phone still rely on the Library as a primary source of internet access. 
During the fiscal year 2012, the use of the Library's downloadable eBook collection has 
grown 112%. While many customers download from home, work, or school, a sizable 
portion rely on the Library's internet access to download our digital content. As we 
begin to offer downloadable video, the demands for internet bandwidth will continue 
to grow. 

൞ Margaret Donnellan Todd, Los Angeles County 

We live in an increasingly inter-connected world. To fully participate in this world ൞ 
whether students learning at a distance, job-seekers remotely interviewing with a 
potential employer via video conferencing, or a group of teens uploading the film 
they've created to YouTube ൞ requires ever increasing bandwidth. The digital divide 
has decreased, but it has not disappeared, and libraries ൞ open to all ൞ are key to 
providing this kind of access to all in our communities. 

൞ Sara Jones, Marin County Free Library 

Currently Merced County Library System operates on 2003 operating system at small 
sites and only three sites have WiFi. Merced County needs to become competitive in 
the job market and higher education. It is a struggle to offer technology to our 
residents. 

൞ Diane Satchwell, Merced County Library 
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A significant population group in our community depend on the public library for 
access to the Internet. Increasingly, the need for broadband is the norm, not the 
exception. Currently, there is insufficient or the absence of infrastructure for the library 
to have access to broadband to provide important services to our community. It is 
critical that our library be able to fully participate equitably in online activities. 

൞ Cheryl Davis Baker, Modoc County Library 

In our small, isolated rural communities, the public library is sometimes the only 
Internet available to many in the community. Even with just T1 bandwidth we offer 
more than any other facility in the towns. Real broadband to the libraries in these rural 
communities will benefit the entire community, and maybe lead the way to true 
broadband access in rural Mono County. 

൞ Bill Michael, Mono County Library 
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The focus of the library is to make available free and equal access to information for 
everyone. As technology advances, the library is the only place that gives the 
community access to information and resources for a better quality of life. About ten 
years ago, staff noticed the federal government required the public to go online to 
make appointments for such services as renewing a green card, eliminating telephone 
reservations. Today, that requirement has expanded to applying for jobs, registering 
for classes, distance learning, and e-filing taxes. As federal, state and local services 
required more online access for their services, library staff discovered a digital divide 
necessitating in expanding library services to provide basic training in technology. As 
the economic downturn continued to envelop the country, the community started 
asking staff how to search for jobs and how to submit online job applications. This 
trend required staff to develop workshops for job searchers and small business topics, 
such as how to run a business from your personal computer. The library continues to 
provide services in the form of technology centers for online information, WiFi for 
individual use, early learning stations for children and adult literacy stations for learners. 
The library is looking towards the future for downloading stations to provide free 
access to electronic books and equip meeting rooms with WiFi, projectors, electronic 
whiteboards and web conferencing equipment to assist individuals with distance 
learning, to assist community businesses and students to electronically illustrate their 
projects, and assist community members with ways to share their knowledge. As more 
and more people go online for their needs and the library continues to provide 
information and resources to meet those needs, access to electronic information 
continues to slow down because of the lack of bandwidth for broadband. The library 
needs to start planning for future electronic needs, instead of reacting, to be better 
prepared to serve the community and that requires more broadband access to 
guarantee the flow of information continues for the community. 

൞ Michele Tompkins, Monrovia Public Library 
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We are already losing customers because we cannot keep up with the increasing 
bandwidth demand. Customers are losing their ability to conduct important business, 
health, life, and education transactions because they cannot do what they need to do 
in their community libraries and they often have no other place to go. It hurts the social 
and economic fabric of our communities. It leaves people feeling helpless, hopeless 
and downtrodden. If the library won't help them anymore, who will? 

൞ Jayanti Addleman, Monterey County Free Libraries 

Even in smaller and rural libraries that do not have staff dedicated to technology, there 
is still a huge need for high speed internet access and technology training. It is often 
the only access to technology that our patrons have. I hope they can count on the 
library to help them better their lives and enrich their leisure time. Technology in rural 
libraries can create a better community and a better future for our region. 

൞ Jessica Hudson, Nevada County Library 

More and more services are available online and the demand at OPL for Internet 
access is high. When our network is slow, nearly all our activities are negatively 
impacted and patron and staff frustration runs very high. Without expanded 
broadband, over time, we will not be able to meet patron expectations. 

൞�Gerry Garzon, Oakland Public Library 

Many of our residents do not have computers and access to the Internet in their 
homes, and they rely on the O x nard Public Library for their computing needs. Our 
current speed is 20 Mbps (shared by all 3 libraries); however, the increase to 1 Gbps (or 
greater) for the Library will improve computing in our community. Some of the things 
we would like to explore and support are the following: Cloud Computing, Expand 
Research, Support Small Business Incubator Center, E-Book Distribution, Social Media, 
Video Conferencing, Video Classroom participation, and Online Disaster Recovery 
Backups. 

൞ Barbara J.Murray, Oxnard Public Library 
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With the increased demand for technology in our library, the faster speeds mean we 
can help more people without long waits. Everyone would be more efficient and find 
more of what they need without the frustratingly slow connections. Last year we had 
57,446 public computer sessions and answered 23,702 reference questions. Expanding 
broadband will help THOUSANDS of people with their information needs. 

൞ Jeannie Kays, Palm Springs Public Library 

This library's future relevance is closely tied to our capacity to provide fast, dependable 
technological access. Presenting data via DSL, dial-up, T1, or even higher capacity lines 
fails to give us any space to grow and always frustrates those users who depend on us 
for their total access. Libraries MUST step up to be the gateway for electronic resources 
and information, just as we have historically assumed that role for hard copy formats. 
The more agencies that become "online only," the more we are compelled to provide 
that gateway. Otherwise, we become only a "nice building that no one enters." 

൞ Jan Sanders, Pasadena Public Library 

In Placer County we have both rural and suburban communities and there are great 
disparities in many areas regarding access to technology. Some communities just got 
telephone service recently and some have the best Internet service in the country. Our 
libraries respond to the whole range of needs and reduce the disparities in access 
among our residents. We are committed to demonstrating the value of technology to 
our patrons. People find out that they need technology when someone explains to 
them all the things they are able to do that they could not do before. There are many 
people in the county who think that technology has passed them by and that it is too 
late for them to derive any benefit. The library can show them how important 
technology can be in their lives. 

൞ Mary George, Placer County Library 
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Expanded Broadband connects library services with the community's technological 
needs and priorities; especially in a rural area like ours, it bridges the digital divide to 
help keep our population competitive in the marketplace of today and the future. 

൞ Vikki Cervantes, Porterville Public Library 

The Richmond Community lags behind in the number of home computers, Internet 
connections, and more importantly digital literacy skills. The City must take 
responsibility to provide resources for our adults and our children to enable them to 
compete in the 21st century world. 

൞ Katy Curl, Richmond Public Library 

The number of persons/households with no connectivity is quite alarming given the 
push to move things online in the name of keeping current and "going green". In 
doing so, we're leaving people behind. Accordingly, the strength and reliability of 
existing service is not sufficient to meet the demand of those who are connected and 
savvy enough to utilize the service. A prime example is that due to a lack of 
broadband, streaming media is blocked by users accessing the Internet in our Libraries. 
Consequently, customers cannot access many of the sites/tools they would like to and 
library staff is unable to take advantage of free tools such as YouTube to create staff 
and customer tutorials, marketing pieces, and the like. 

൞ Tonya Kennon, Riverside Public Library 

Maintaining the highest quality broadband addresses increased patron need, and 
community expectation for up-to-the-minute services from public libraries. 

൞ Rivkah Sass, Sacramento Public Library 
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Because there is no other agency in our community who is providing this service, and 
by providing it, we are setting the stage for the future economic and social progress of 
our City. 

൞ John Alita, San Bruno Public Library 

Online content is where more and more of our customers' information needs are 
coming from. The demand for bandwidth has grown exponentially in the past few years 
and will continue to do so. Libraries must keep up with this demand to be able to help 
those who are not connected at home to keep up. 

൞�Jill Bourne, San Jose Public Library 

The Library is the only source for free internet access in the city that does not require 
you to buy something to use it. We are the great equalizer and need to provide our 
residents, all residents, with the access speeds and tools they require to succeed. 

൞ Sarah Houghton, San Rafael Public Library 

PC users and digital content users are major percentages of our libraries patron base. It 
is also the fastest growing category of patrons. Our business model needs to change to 
reflect the reality that less than half of our customers are visiting us online or in person 
and leaving with a book. 

൞ Ed Kieczykowski, Santa Clarita Public Library 

The role of libraries in our communities is changing and we need to be responsive, 
nimble and flexible. Bandwidth needs are only going to grow. We need to stay in front 
of this and not let it slam us into being reactive instead of proactive for a change. 

൞ Teresa Landers, Santa Cruz City/County Library 
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Content is increasingly migrating to a digital only environment, and libraries serve to 
educate communities on the use of the tools as well as provide the equipment and 
connectivity to access the information. Example of high broadband content that 
patrons access include: healthcare and telemedicine services; online courses (including 
MOOCs); born-digital news publications and blogs; public safety alerts (e.g. safe 
routes, current hotspots); telecommuting and large file uploads. 

൞ Diane Bednarski, Santa Monica Public Library 

The Library is a community focal point for gaining employment, doing career research, 
and accessing information with assistance that may be hard to navigate without help. 
The library must have the best of connectivity to both offer the end user the experience 
and information they need, and to stay relevant in the years to come. 

൞ Janice K. Erickson, Shasta Public Library 

Access to online information and resources is analogous to the amount of lighting 
resources for our physical resources. Our online capacity is like having a few candles for 
patrons to huddle around to share. But no individual enters our library wondering if 
there will be enough electric light to read a book or newspaper. There is light in the 
library. That is the norm. And rightly so. But patrons should have the "same" 
experience when using digital resources: they should focus on what they want and not 
whether there's enough "light" for them to see it. Expanding bandwidth and increasing 
speeds would allow patrons to focus on the content of their information needs and not 
focus on whether there are enough resources to allow them to access it. 

൞ Michael Perry, Siskiyou County Library 
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Online resources are now a core facet of modern society. People of all ages and in all 
locations now use the Web on a daily, hourly and even constant basis. Expanding 
bandwidth at the Sonoma County Library is critical to provide the online resources for 
our patrons to ensure that the library remains relevant and central in our communities. 
Not only do patrons in our facilities rely on the Library to access resources from our 
public internet computers, patrons now rely on the Library to provide wireless access 
for their mobile devices. Additionally, the Library serves a thriving online community 
that expects to access our resources from wherever they are in the world. Online 
Resources continually incorporate more media rich features that require more 
bandwidth. The Library needs an ever expanding amount of bandwidth to not only 
access online resource, but to serve our internally created and hosted in a way that can 
fulfill our patrons’ information needs. 

൞ Sandra Cooper, Sonoma County Library 

Many people take advantage of our library’s public computers and the primary use is 
for Internet connectivity. In the last year we averaged four sessions per capita, a 
number that does not capture use of WiFi in our building which would more than 
double the amount. St. Helena is considered a very wealthy community and this is true 
for a certain percentage of our users. However, we find that the largest number of 
people using our computer and Internet resources are those who do not have access 
to these resources at home ൞ a growing segment in the community as the disparity 
between "haves" and "have nots" increases. Having access to broadband would 
enable many more people in our community to have the same access to technology 
and information as their more affluent neighbors. 

൞ Jennifer Baker, St. Helena Public Library 
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The demand for speed increases while what we can offer stays the same. This means 
the high quality service we offered a few years ago has diminished. Many people walk 
through the door with devices which immediately pull from our existing WiFi. The more 
devices the slower the service. People expect to be able to connect, especially in the 
library. People with Laptops, tablets and other devices will continue to expect that 
information will be available through the library. And, more and more, much of that 
information will be accessed through the Internet. Slow Internet is frustrating to patrons 
and for many is equivalent to no Internet. 

൞ James Ochsner, Sutter County Library 

Most of Tulare County is disconnected from the internet. Without proper broadband, 
these communities will be left behind. These are communities that don't have 
convenient access to books, let alone proper internet. This is a needed service. 

൞ Jeff Scott, Tulare County Library 

To meet our communities needs we need to improve digital literacy, employment 
opportunities and training, adult literacy and tutor training. Enhanced broadband 
would open collaboration with other agencies that may not be geographically close. 
Basic computer training and employment research are highly sought skills that could 
be utilized through remote training and interviews. 

൞ Maggie Durgin, Tuolumne County Library 

Greater broadband opens a world of possibilities and the pace of progress could 
quicken for our community. With greater broadband, both patrons and staff can be 
more efficient in retrieving or creating data. 

൞ Roberta Knighten, Upland Public Library 
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The public library is vital to our communities to provide not only access to information, 
but online access to resources. Today we are faced with helping people apply for jobs 
online, apply for school and financial aid online, apply for federal and state benefits 
online, and soon, apply for medical insurance programs. We still have many patrons 
who are not computer literate and have no access in their homes to online resources. 
The library is the one place they can come for free access and help for all these needs. 

൞ Paymaneh Maghsoudi, Whittier Public Library 

1. Online resources have replaced many critical methods for people to conduct daily 
life such as employment applications, shopping, paying bills, getting news and 
information. 2. Broadband is the 21st Century equivalent of the automobile in the 20th 
Century. 3. As shrinking budgets continue to challenge libraries throughout the State, 
we need to focus on consolidating resources. Broadband access for all, especially rural 
communities/libraries will allow us the same advantage as our larger community 
counterparts, including access to speakers, programming, training, education & social 
opportunities. As the world gets smaller, the smaller communities deserve a wider rate 
of access through broadband infrastructure. 4. Looking to the future, so many of 
society's innovations include technology and the Internet ൞ we need to be ready. 

൞ Patricia M. Wong, Yolo County Library 

Broadband requirements are regularly increasing as media and services migrate to the 
Internet. The library is the primary institution in the community providing access to 
these services and media to those who cannot secure their own access. 

൞ Melinda Steep, Yorba Linda Public Library 
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Library'Jurisdictional'Information'
and'Branch'Needs'Assessment'

Surveys'

!
This!survey!is!composed!of!the!two!parts:!
!

! The!Library!Jurisdictional!Information!Survey!
! The!Library!Branch!Needs!Assessment!Survey!

!
We!strongly!recommend!that!you!have!all!of!your!information!gathered!before!completing!the!
online!survey.!
!

THIS'PDF'COPY'OF'THE'ASSESSMENT'SURVEY'IS'PROVIDED'TO'FACILITATE'YOUR'DATA'
GATHERING'ONLY.''THE'SURVEY'MUST'BE'COMPLETED'ONLINE.''PLEASE'FOLLOW'THE'LINKS'

THAT'WILL'BE'PROVIDED'IN'A'SUBSEQUENT'EMMAIL.'
'
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Library'Jurisdictional'Information'
Survey'

LIBRARY'JURISDICTIONAL'INFORMATION'SURVEY'

Contact'Information'
Library'Jurisdiction'Name:' !
Library'Director:' !

Phone:! !
E)mail!Address:! !

Primary'Technical'Contact:' !
Phone:! !
E)mail!Address:! !

Person'Completing'Survey:' !
Phone:! !
E)mail!Address:! !

Staff'and'Finance'
Does!your!library!currently!
take!advantage!of!federal!E)
rate!discounts!for!circuit!or!
equipment!costs?!

! Yes!for!both!circuit!and!equipment!
! Only!for!the!circuit!
! Only!for!internal!connection!(equipment)!
! No!

Does!your!library!current!take!
advantage!of!state!
Teleconnect!Fund!(CTF)!
discounts?!

! Yes!

! No!

Do!you!have!IT!or!networking!
staff!on!site,!either!part)time!
or!full!time?!

! Yes!

! No!

If!not,!do!you!have!access!to!
networking!staff!from!your!
county,!city,!or!other!
agency/department?!

! Yes!

! No!

Can!you!provide!24)hour!
remote!hands!support!during!
emergencies?!

! Yes!

! No!

Please!list!all!branches!for!
which!you!will!be!completing!
the!Needs!Assessment!Survey:!
!
!
!

______________________________________________________!
______________________________________________________!
______________________________________________________!
______________________________________________________!
______________________________________________________!
!

!
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Desired/Planned'Usage'
What!would!be!your!desired/planned!INSTRUCTIONAL!usage!if!you!had!a!broadband!connection!
with!the!necessary!bandwidth?!(Check!all!that!apply.)!
! Support!for!individual!online!learning!
! Support!for!group!online!learning!
! Computer!classes!
! One)on)one!tutorials!
! Partnerships!with!community!organizations!offering!instruction!(ex.!literacy,!health!care,!

veterans!services)!
! Videoconferencing!with!experts!(ex.!health!professionals,!legal!aid)!
! Other!(Please!describe!below.)!
!
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________!
!
What!would!be!your!desired/planned!LIBRARY'ADMINISTRATION!usage!if!you!had!a!broadband!
connection!with!the!necessary!bandwidth?!(Check!all!that!apply.)!
! Install!or!expand!your!wireless!network!
! Administrative!efficiencies!(ex.!videoconferencing!meetings!and!self!check!out)!
! Patron!support!(ex.!online!tutorials!for!frequently!asked!questions!and!librarians!on!the!floor!

answering!questions!using!mobile!devices)!
! Cloud!hosting!of!applications!or!services!
! Voice!over!IP!telephone!(VoIP)!
! Expand!existing!computer!terminals!
! Other!(Please!describe!below.)!
!
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________!
!
! !
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What!would!be!your!desired/planned!DIGITAL'CONTENT!usage!if!you!had!a!broadband!
connection!with!the!necessary!bandwidth?!(Check!all!that!apply.)!
! Streaming!live!events!from!around!the!country!into!the!library!
! Expanding!community!research!options!(ex.!digitizing!family!and!community!history!

materials)!
! Develop!and!support!a!small!business!incubation!center!
! Provide!and!support!use!of!social!media!by!patrons!
! Distribution!of!e)books!and/or!video!on!demand!services!
! Creating!a!“maker!space”!where!patrons!can!create!content!(ex.!use!video!equipment!and!3)

D!printers)!
! Enriching!website!with!video!content!(ex.!taped!story!times,!speakers,!etc.)!
! Other!(Please!describe!below.)!
!
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________!
!
What!is!the!most!compelling!argument!you!could!make!about!why!expanded!broadband!is!
critical!to!the!future!of!your!library!and!your!community?!
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________!
______________________________________________________________________________!
______________________________________________________________________________!

'
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Library'Branch'Needs'Assessment'
Survey'

LIBRARY'BRANCH'NEEDS'ASSESSMENT'SURVEY'
Your!Jurisdiction!must!complete!a!Library!Branch!Needs!Assessment!for!each!branch!listed!in!
Question!16!in!the!Library!Jurisdictional!Information!Survey.!!This!includes!main!library,!
branches,!or!headquarters.!
!
We!recommend!that!you!have!all!your!information!gathered!before!completing!the!survey.!

Branch'or'Jurisdiction'Information'
1.'Jurisdiction'Name:' !
2.'Branch'Name:' !
3.'Branch'Address:' !

Address!1:! !
Address!2:! !
County:! !
City:! !
State:! !
ZIP:! !

Existing'Internet'Connection'
4.!Please!select!your!Internet!provider!from!the!list!below:!
! Allegiance! ! Cricket! ! SureWest!
! AT&T! ! Ducor! ! TelePacific!
! CalPORE! ! Frontier/Citizen! ! Time!Warner!Cable!
! Calaveras! ! Level3! ! TW!Telecom!
! CA!Broadband!CoPop! ! PlumasPSierra! ! Vast!Networks!
! Charter! ! Ponderosa! ! Verizon!
! Cogent! ! Sebastian! ! Volcano!
! Comcast! ! Sierra!Telephone! ! Other!(please!specify)!
! Cox!Communications! ! Siskiyou! ! !
!
5.!What!is!your!current!connection!speed!to!the!Internet?!
! 1.5!Mbps!(T1!or!less)! ! 45!Mbps!(DS3)! ! 300!Mbps!
! 5!Mbps! ! 50!Mbps! ! 500!Mbps!
! 10!Mbps! ! 100!Mbps! ! 1000!Mbps!(1!Gbps)!
! 20!Mbps! ! 155!Mbps!(OC3)! ! !
! 30!Mbps! ! 250!Mbps! ! !
!
! !
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6.!What!form!or!type!of!Internet!connection!do!you!currently!have?!
! ATM!circuit!
! Cable!modem!
! DSL!(Digital!subscriber!line)!
! Metro!Ethernet!
! PointPtoPpoint!circuit!
! Other!(please!specify)!
!
7.!What!is!your!current!upload!speed?!
! 1.5!Mbps!(T1!or!less)! ! 45!Mbps!(DS3)! ! 300!Mbps!
! 5!Mbps! ! 50!Mbps! ! 500!Mbps!
! 10!Mbps! ! 100!Mbps! ! 1000!Mbps!(1!Gbps)!
! 20!Mbps! ! 155!Mbps!(OC3)! ! Other!(please!specify)!
! 30!Mbps! ! 250!Mbps! ! !
!
8.!What!is!your!current!download!speed?!
! 1.5!Mbps!(T1!or!less)! ! 45!Mbps!(DS3)! ! 300!Mbps!
! 5!Mbps! ! 50!Mbps! ! 500!Mbps!
! 10!Mbps! ! 100!Mbps! ! 1000!Mbps!(1!Gbps)!
! 20!Mbps! ! 155!Mbps!(OC3)! ! Other!(please!specify)!
! 30!Mbps! ! 250!Mbps! ! !
!
9.!What!is!the!current!utilization!percentage!of!your!Internet!connection,!if!known?!
! Up!to!25%!
! 25%!to!50%!
! 50%!to!75%!
! 75%!to!100%!
! Unknown!
!
10.!When!does!the!contract!of!your!existing!Internet!connection!expire?!
! We!are!on!a!monthPtoPmonth!basis.!
! 0!to!6!months!
! 6!to!12!months!
! 12!to!18!months!
! 18!to!24!months!
! 24!to!36!months!
! 36!to!48!months!
!
! !
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11.!What!is!the!prePdiscounted!monthly!cost!of!your!existing!Internet!connection?!
! $0!to!$25!
! $25!to!$50!
! $50!to!$100!
! $100!to!$200!
! $200!to!$300!
! $300!to!$500!
! $500!to!$1000!
! $1000!to!$1500!
! $1500!to!$2000!
! $2000!to!$2500!
! Over!$2500!
!
12.!What!is!the!local!telephone!company!that!services!your!location?!
! Allegiance! ! Cricket! ! SureWest!
! AT&T! ! Ducor! ! TelePacific!
! CalPORE! ! Frontier/Citizen! ! Time!Warner!Cable!
! Calaveras! ! Level3! ! TW!Telecom!
! CA!Broadband!CoPop! ! PlumasPSierra! ! Vast!Networks!
! Charter! ! Ponderosa! ! Verizon!
! Cogent! ! Sebastian! ! Volcano!
! Comcast! ! Sierra!Telephone! ! Other!(please!specify)!
! Cox!Communications! ! Siskiyou! ! !
!
13.!If!known!what!cable!company!provides!services!in!your!area?!
! Cablevision! ! Cox! ! SureWest!
! Charter! ! Mediacom! ! Time!warner!Cable!
! Comcast! ! SuddenLink! ! Other!(please!specify)!
!
! !
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Space'and'Equipment'
DEFINITION!OF!TERMS:!
!
HVAC:!Heating,!ventilation!and!air!conditioning!
!
Telco:!Service!provider!such!as!telephone!company!or!cable!company!
!
MPOE:!!Main!Point!of!Entry.!This!is!where!telephone!and!data!circuits!come!into!your!facility!and!
where!the!local!phone!company!has!its!equipment.!
!
Server!room:!The!location!where!you!keep!your!router/modem!and!servers!if!you!have!any,!or!
where!you!would!likely!place!a!new!router!for!a!possible!new!broadband!connection.!
!
Relay!Racks:!Standardized!19Pinch!frame!or!enclosure!for!mounting!multiple!equipment!
modules.!
!
Router:!Electronic!device!that!handles!and!manages!the!flow!of!data!to!and!from!the!Internet.!
!
Switch:!Electronic!device!that!connects!individual!devices!(PCs,!printers)!to!each!other,!to!the!
Integrated!Library!System,!and!to!the!router!for!connection!to!the!Internet.!
!
UPS!(Uninterruptible!Power!Source):!An!electrical!device!that!combines!battery!backup!and!
power!sensing!features!that!will!deliver!electricity!to!data!equipment!for!a!period!of!time!in!the!
event!of!power!failure.!
!
14.!Where!is!the!MPOE!for!your!library!site!located?!(Bldg,!floor!room!#)!
___________________________________________________________________________!
___________________________________________________________________________!
___________________________________________________________________________!
___________________________________________________________________________!
___________________________________________________________________________!
___________________________________________________________________________!
!
15.!What!is!the!length,!width,!and!height!of!your!MPOE?!
Length!in!feet:! !
Width!in!feet:! !
Height!in!feet:! !
!
! !
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16.!What!is!the!composition!of!the!walls?!
! Drywall!
! Plywood!
! Concrete!
! Block!or!brick!
! Other!(please!specify)!
!
17.!What!type!of!flooring!does!the!MPOE!have?!
! Concrete!
! Raised!
! Wood!
! Tile!
! Other!(please!specify)!
!
18.!If!known,!is!there!vacant!entrance!conduit!to!the!MPOE!for!a!new!fiber!optic!cable?!
! Yes!
! No!
!

Library'Networking'Equipment'
19.!Is!your!equipment!(router!or!modem)!kept!in!the!MPOE!or!in!a!different!location!or!separate!
server!room?!
! MPOE!
! Server!room!
! Other!(please!specify)!
!
20.!If!you!have!a!separate!server!room,!what!is!the!length,!width,!and!height?!
Length!in!feet:! !
Width!in!feet:! !
Height!in!feet:! !
!
21.!Do!you!use!relay!racks!to!mount!your!library’s!telecommunication!equipment?!
! Yes!
! No!
!
22.!If!you!use!relay!racks,!how!much!unused!rack!space!do!you!have!available,!in!inches?!
! 0!to!6!inches!
! 6!to!12!inches!
! 12!to!18!inches!
! 18!to!24!inches!
! 24!to!36!inches!
!
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23.!Is!there!sufficient!overhead!space!for!seismic!bracing!of!racks,!if!required?!
! Yes!
! No!
!
24.!Does!your!library!currently!have!a!router!and!Ethernet!switches!in!place?!
! Yes!
! No!
!
25.!If!you!answered!yes!to!question!24,!who!is!the!equipment!manufacturer!of!the!router?!
! 3COM! ! Enterasys! ! Nortel!
! ADC! ! Fujitsu! ! Panasonic!
! AlcatelPLucent! ! Hawking!Technologies! ! Paradyne!
! Asante! ! HP! ! Perle!Systems!
! Asus! ! IMC!Networks! ! QLogic!
! Belkin! ! IOMagic! ! Samsung!
! Brocade! ! Juniper! ! Siig!
! Canary! ! Kentrox! ! TRENDNet!
! Ciena! ! LG! ! US!Robotics!
! Cisco! ! Linksys! ! Western!Digital!
! CMS! ! Motorola! ! ZOOM!
! Cnet! ! Multitech!Systems! ! Other!(please!specify)!
! DPLink! ! Netgear! ! !
! EdgePCorE! ! Netopia! ! !
!
26.!If!you!answered!yes!to!question!24,!what!is!the!model!of!the!router?!
_____________________________________________________________________________!
!
27.!If!you!answered!yes!to!question!24,!does!your!router!have!a!Gigabit!Interface!Converter!
(GBIC)!or!Small!FormPfactor!Pluggable!(SFP)!transceiver!interface!capability?!
! Yes!
! No!
!
28.!If!you!answered!yes!to!question!27,!have!you!installed!a!GBIC!of!SFP?!
! Yes,!GBIC!
! Yes,!SFP!
! No!
!
29.!Does!your!library!currently!have!any!fiber!optic!equipment!or!services!in!use?!
! Yes!
! No!
!
! !
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Power'
30.!Is!the!telco!equipment!in!your!MPOE!on!UPS!backup!power?!
! Yes!
! No!
!
31.!If!so,!how!many!minutes/hours!can!your!UPS!provide!power?!
! Less!than!15!min!
! 15!to!30!min!
! Over!30!min!
!
32.!If!you!have!a!server!room,!is!it!on!UPS!backup!power?!
! Yes!
! No!
!
33.!If!so,!how!many!minutes/hours!can!your!UPS!provide!power?!
! Less!than!15!min!
! 15!to!30!min!
! Over!30!min!
!
34.!Is!your!library!or!building!the!library!is!part!of,!on!backup!generator!power?!
! Yes!
! No!
!
35.!If!you!have!a!backup!generator,!how!many!minutes/hours!is!it!rated!for?!
! 0!to!30!min!
! 30!to!60!min!
! 1!hour!to!2!hours!
! Over!2!hours!
!
36.!Can!you!have!additional!AC!power!outlets!installed!in!the!MPOE,!if!needed?!
! Yes!
! No!
!
37.!Can!you!have!additional!AC!power!outlets!installed!in!your!server!room,!if!needed?!
! Yes!
! No!
!
! !
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Environment'
38.!Is!the!telco!equipment!in!the!MPOE!water/rodent!proof?!
! Yes!
! No!
!
39.!Is!your!server!room!water/rodent!proof?!
! Yes!
! No!
!
40.!Does!your!server!room!have!overhead!water!or!sewer!pipes?!
! Yes!
! No!
!
41.!Does!your!server!room!or!the!location!of!your!current!equipment!have!overhead!lighting?!
! Yes!
! No!
!

HVAC'Systems'
42.!Does!your!library!have!24Phour!HVAC?!
! Yes!
! No!
!
43.!Are!your!HVAC!systems!on!backup!power?!
! Yes!
! No!
!
44.!If!so,!how!many!minutes/hours!is!backup!power!available?!
! 0!to!30!min!
! 30!to!60!min!
! 1!hour!to!2!hours!
! Over!2!hours!
!
45.!Please!characterize!the!airflow!for!your!server!room!or!the!location!of!your!current!
equipment.!
! HVAC,!same!as!library!
! Separate!HVAC!for!server!room/equipment!
! Passive!ventilation!(ex.!airflow!to!outside)!
! None!
! Other!please!specify)!
!
! !
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46.!Do!you!control!the!ambient!temperature!in!your!server!room?!
! Yes!
! No!
!
47.!Do!you!control!the!humidity!in!your!server!room?!
! Yes!
! No!
!

Fire'Suppression'
48.!Does!your!server!room!have!a!fire!suppression!system!(water,!gas,!Halon)?!
! Yes!
! No!
!
49.!If!you!have!a!water/sprinkler!system,!is!it!a!wet!or!dry!pipe!system?!
! Wet!
! Dry!
!
50.!Is!there!a!manual!power!shutdown!switch!for!your!server!room?!
! Yes!
! No!
!
51.!Do!you!have!a!fire!alarm!system!for!your!server!room?!
! Yes!
! No!
!

Security'
52.!Is!your!server!room!locked!(ex.!key/card!key/cypher)?!
! Yes!
! No!
!
53.!If!so,!are!keys/access!codes!issued!to!a!limited!number!of!staff?!
! Yes!
! No!
!
54.!Can!you!provide!24Phour!access!for!emergencies?!
! Yes!
! No!
!
! !
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Location'Permanency'
55.!Do!you!expect!your!library!to!move/relocate!in!the!next!5!years?!
! Yes!
! No!
!
56.!Do!you!expect!that!your!telco!equipment!or!server!room!will!need!to!be!relocated!in!the!
next!2!years?!
! Yes!
! No!
!
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